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Eco-De , shortened from Ecology-Focused Decentralized Finance,
means that FrogeX is decentralized currency programmed to help 
preserve the world’s forests, rainforests and the biodiversity found 
within them, all while giving holders passive income through our 
tokenomics.

This This means that as the Flagship Eco-De  Token and Successor to 
the World’s First Eco-De , Froge Finance, FrogeX generates both 
public awareness and revenue which advance initiatives to correct 
for the damages caused by other crypto currencies and human 
disruptions to the ecosystem.

What is Eco-De ?

The FrogeX Team believes in a world where everyone has safe 
access to premium nancial services without worry of 
environmental impact. 

FrogeX is a next-generation crypto asset, designed from the ground 
up to allow its holders to accumulate wealth while contributing to 
the ongoing ght for the environment.

Purpose

Our Tokenomics are directly tied to the idea of Eco-De . Making it 
possible to passively receive dividends while contributing to the 
future of both the token and the planet.

Tokenomics Ethos

What FrogeX is about...
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Our taxes are distributed based on a system of weights which can 
be changed based on the needs of the Token and Community. All 
tax pools recieve an amount proportional to their weight value and 
no pool can have a weight of less than 1.

Weights and Distribution

5% Tax on buys
        - Can be altered to as much as 10% and as little as 0.1%.
        - Recommended Slippage is 7%

8% Tax on sells
        - Can be altered to as much as 16% and as little as 0.1%.
        - Recommended Slippage is 10%

TTaxes go towards: 
        - ETH Dividends         - Automatic Liquidity Creation
        - Charity               - Marketing/Admin Costs

At a glance

Developed and Built by Todd “Moonco” Durica, the contract for 
FrogeX is completely custom and designed to have the lowest gas 
usage while still delivering incredible functionality.

On average transactions of FrogeX are similar in cost to tokens such 
as USDT and DAI which have essentially no tokenomics. This was 
achieved by developing with efciency as the foremost ideal 
without sacricing exibility or usability. 

Low-Gas by Design

Tokenomics for a Better World
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One Tree Planted - Every dollar donated by the project equates to 1 
new tree planted in North America.

Rainforest Foundation US - An Eco-Justice Charity whose mission is 
to support indigenous and traditional peoples of the world’s 
rainforests in their efforts to protect their environment and fulll 
their rights by assisting them.

More Partnerships are being pursued and will be added later.

Charity Partners

Foremost, the goal of FrogeX is to fund a cleaner and more resilient 
natural environment. Our team believes this is best accomplished 
through nancing of:

     - Planting trees and other plants that help sequester carbon

     - Eco-justice efforts targeting the Prevention of Deforestation

     - Cleaning and Preserving existing Forests and Wetlands

     - Protecting the Biodiversity of our Planet

Charity Goals

Established in The Hague, Netherlands, the Froge Finance 
Foundation is the charitable arm of the FrogeX community. While 
legally separate from the token they work hand in hand with 
FrogeX to raise funds for our Charity Partners. 

The Froge Finance Foundation

Charity and Impact
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On February 22nd, 2022 (2/22/2022) at 22:22UTC FrogeX ofcially 
launched. The Airdrop was completed over then next few hours and 
Uniswap trading was launched immediately following the nal 
group of airdrops.

All holders in the snapshot recieved their tokens as expected.

FrogeX’s Custom Contract Address is:
0x5fA54fdDF1870C344DbFaBb37dFab8700Ec0Def1

Final Launch 

Out of fairness to existing holders of Froge Finance, they received a 
1:1 mint-in-wallet airdrop of FrogeX so long as their holdings were 
above a cutoff point. The cutoff was any wallet with less than 
$2.50USD worth of Froge Finance at time of the holder snapshot on 
February 15th, 2022. 

The community was made aware of this an anyone who fell below 
that cutoff was able to request manual addition to the airdrop.

Airdrop and Relaunch Methodology

FrogeX is the Successor to Froge Finance and was launched with a 
1:1 airdrop to all existing holders of Froge Finance.

Froge Finance was the World’s First Eco-De . 
FrogeX is the World’s Best Eco-De .

A Pioneer’s Successor

Launch
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On behalf of the entire FrogeX Team we extend a warm thanks to 
our community members for their continued support of this project 
and we would also like to thank everyone who reads this 
greenpaper. Hold the change you want to see in the world. 

Semper Frogedelis

THANK YOU FOR READING!

If anything in this greenpaper resonated with you or you would like 
to learn more about our efforts or our amazing community. Please 
Join Us on Telegram at:      

https://t.me/FrogeFinanceOfcial

An Appeal

Join Us and Help Save the World!
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